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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report documents the current state of the art in physical modelling methods for floating wind turbines. Modelling
a scale floating platform in an ocean basin combined with a model turbine proves a cost effective method of
determining the dynamics and loads that a full scale prototype would experience. Modelling both the hydrodynamics
of the floating platform and the aerodynamics of the wind turbine poses a number of significant challenges which are
discussed in this report. Specifically, incompatibilities in the Froude and Reynolds scaling laws are outlined and the
forces on both the platform and wind turbine are described.
Five main methods of wind turbine modelling are presented. These are as follows:
1) Mechanical Pulley System: A constant thrust load is modelled by suspended weight and pulley system.
2) Actuator System: A variable thrust and gyroscopic force is modelled through the use of multiple actuators connected
to the model.
3) Thruster System: A high RPM ducted fan is used to provide the thrust force.
4) Drag Disk: Wind is generated and applied to a drag disk in order to model the thrust force.
5) Model Turbine: Wind is generated and applied to a modified Reynolds number model turbine.
The methods used at facilities within and outside the MaRINET network are listed and the relevant merits and
drawbacks of each technique are analysed. Comments and recommendations for further comparison between testing
methods are also given.
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Mechanical Pulley System
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Wind Generation Unit
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1 INTRODUCTION
The aim of this report is to document the current state of the art in physical modelling of scale floating wind turbines
(FWT). An overview of the relevant scaling laws is provided in Section 2 and Section 3 highlights the primary forces
and loadings to consider. A summary of all known methodologies for scale testing of FWT’s are provided in Section 4
followed by an overview of FWT methodologies used to date at testing facilities within and outside of the MaRINET
project (Section 5).

2 OVERVIEW OF SCALING LAWS
When scaling FWT platforms, there are two different scaling laws applicable i.e. Froude and Reynolds respectively.
More detailed information on the Froude and Reynolds scaling of waves and wind has been covered in the MaRINET
deliverable D2.4 Collation of offshore wind‐wave dynamics [1], and a brief summary is provided below. The difficulties
in considering both of these scaling laws in the one model is outlined in section 2.1.3.

2.1.1 Froude Scaling
Froude Scaling has become the standard for testing model scale floating wind turbine platforms [2] and has been used
extensively in the offshore oil & gas and marine renewable energy industries to correctly model the hydrodynamic
similitude. The Froude number is a dimensionless number that defines the ratio of inertial forces to gravitational forces
in a fluid. When a free surface wave propagates within a fluid, the Froude number can be defined in the following way
[3]:
𝑭𝒓𝒘𝒂𝒗𝒆 =

𝑪
√𝒈𝑳

…EQN 1

Where C is the wave celerity, or propagation speed, g is the local acceleration due to gravity and L is a characteristic
length. While viscous effects do affect FWT platform hydrodynamics, they are considered small in comparison to
inertial effects at both test and model scales. Viscous effects are mostly manifested in the thin boundary layer around
floating bodies [4].

2.1.2 Reynolds Scaling
Reynolds scaling is the standard for testing aerodynamic models. The lift and drag coefficients of a wind turbine blade
are very sensitive to the Reynolds number. The Reynolds number is defined as the ratio of inertial forces to viscous
forces in a flow. For a cylinder exposed to a fluid with velocity u, the Reynolds number is
𝑹𝒆 =

𝝆𝒗𝑳
𝝁

…EQN 2

Where 𝜌 is the fluid density, 𝑣 is the mean velocity of the object relative to the fluid, 𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity and L
is the fluid length of travel of interest. The Reynolds number is important in fluid systems because qualitatively, flow
over a body acts similarly for identical Reynolds numbers. In some situations, limitations of the wind generation
system used in the test facility may impose a need for a modified scaling of the air velocities. Also, at small lab scale,
the target air velocities may become so small that they are vulnerable to disturbances in the lab. In such situations a
modified air-scaling can be obtained by choosing
𝒖𝒂𝒑
𝒖𝒂𝒎

=

√𝝀
𝜷

…EQN 3

Where 𝑢𝑎𝑝 is the air speed at prototype scale, 𝑢𝑎𝑚 is the air speed at model scale, 𝜆 is the scale ratio, and 𝛽 a free
parameter. For 𝛽 =1 strict Froude scaling is achieved, while 𝛽 > 1 leads to larger model scale velocities than Froude
scaling.

2.1.3 Incompatibilities
For a scale ratio of 50, identical viscosity and strict Froude scaling (𝛽 =1), a Reynolds number ratio of Rep/Rem = 503/2 ≈
354 is obtained. This generally leads to a reduced lift-to-drag ratio for the blades which in turn necessitates a larger
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blade chord. Figure 1 shows a comparison between fluid effects on a full and model scale blade. It can be seen that
flow separation occurs on the model blade if the same geometric shape is used. Because of the small length scales at
which models are tested, there is almost always Reynolds number mismatch between model and full scales that cannot
be resolved unless there is a change in the fluid of the system (i.e. viscosity or density). Although this has been done
successfully in the helicopter industry, it is believed to be out of the scope of existing wind‐wave basin test facilities.
This mismatch is often combated by using aerofoils that have coefficients of lift and drag with minimal dependence
on Reynolds number. This is especially important in the low Reynolds number regimes encountered in model testing.

Figure 1: Comparison of fluid flow effects at full and model scale conditions [5]
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3 FORCES AND FEATURES OF FLOATING WIND TURBINES
This section provides a summary of the significant forces and properties relevant to FWT’s testing including forces
induced by hydrodynamics, aerodynamics, gyroscopic forces and turbine control laws. Section 4 then provides an
overview of the different testing setups used to simulate these forces in a laboratory environment. The primary
environmental forces are illustrated in an artistic impression below (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Forces on floating wind turbines [NREL]

3.1 HYDRODYNAMIC FORCES
3.1.1 Wave & Current Loading
Wave and current loading for floating offshore wind platforms is similar to that of other floating bodies. Please refer
to the relevant MaRINET deliverables 2.8 [6] on modelling wave and D2.2 [7] on modelling current.

3.2 AERODYNAMIC FORCES
3.2.1 Thrust Forces
The thrust force is the axial force applied by wind onto the rotor of a WT, and can be expressed as;
𝟏

𝑭𝑻 = 𝟐 𝝆𝜶 𝑨𝑼𝟐𝒓 𝑪𝑻 {𝑼𝒓 }

…EQN 4

Where 𝐹𝑇 is the thrust force, 𝜌𝛼 is the density of air, A is the total area swept by the rotor, 𝑈𝑟 is the relative velocity
between the incoming wind and the turbine and 𝐶𝑇 {𝑈𝑟 } is the velocity dependant thrust coefficient. The thrust force
coefficient depends on the control strategy for the wind turbine and is dependent on the wind speed. A number of
control strategies exist, the two most common being pitch or stall regulated. For example, NREL’s 5MW reference
turbine is a pitch regulated and operates as follows; at wind velocities below the rated wind speed, the rotational
Rev. tbc, 01-Sep-2015
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speed of the rotor is controlled in order to achieve maximum power, while at above rated wind speed the blades are
pitched out of the wind so there is less lift and more drag in order to achieve constant power. For maximum thrust
force for the reference turbine is in the region of 800 kN [8].

3.2.2 Gyroscopic Forces
The gyroscopic effect is the rotational force generated by an object spinning in one axis and the complete system
rotating about a second axis. Applied to a floating wind turbine platform, the gyroscopic effect results in notable forces
which are described below. The 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) of a FWT are shown in Figure 3, that is the 3 translational;
surge (X), sway (Y), heave (Z) and the 3 rotational; roll (RX), pitch (RY), yaw (RZ).

Figure 3: 6 DOF of FWT [NREL]

A spinning turbine rotor has an angular momentum (torque) about the surge axis. As a result of torques leading to
platform motion in pitch, this spinning rotor creates a new component of angular momentum about the yaw axis. This
new component of angular momentum may either enhance or decrease the yaw motions of the platform (depending
on the relative phase of the pitch and yaw motions). Similarly, yaw motions can also induce torque and motions in
pitch. The angular velocity induced by pitch motion can also enhance or decrease pitch motions of the platform. As a
result of yaw motions created on the platform, a secondary gyroscopic effect may also occur.
In addition, forces in the sway axis occur on a yawed rotor disc which is misaligned to the mean wind direction. Due
to the gyroscopic effect, these forces may also induce torque and motions in roll.
Platform motions induced in yaw, pitch, and roll as a result of gyroscopic forces are directly proportional to the angular
velocity and moment of inertia of the spinning rotor that creates these gyroscopic forces. Numerical calculations have
shown substantial gyroscopic forces of 10 x 106 N.m acting on the RNA (Rotor Nacelle Assembly) in yaw and roll
[9].Experimental models have shown the gyroscopic force to affect the yaw motions, but show no effects on surge,
heave and pitch motions [10].

3.2.3 Aerodynamic Damping
Aerodynamic damping is caused by the dynamic rather than constant thrust load applied to the WT. Depending on the
turbine control, this can dampen or increase the platform motions, in particular surge and pitch. In operational states
the aerodynamic damping can be more effective than hydrodynamic damping in reducing platform pitch. This is due
to both greater magnitude of force and the longer lever arm due to the application point at the top of the tower [11].
The aerodynamic pitch damping of the NREL 5MW ref turbine mounted on a spar buoy for varied wave frequency and
wind speeds is show in Figure 4 [12]
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Figure 4: Aerodynamic Damping as a function of wave frequency and wind speed. [12]

3.2.4 Wind Spatio-Temporal Variance
In reality winds are neither constant in the spatial or temporal domain. A stochastic component exists in wind
direction, and velocity. Figure 5 demonstrates this variability. Looking at the x axis it can be seen that wind speeds
increase as height increases, this is caused by the no slip condition that exists in the atmospheric boundary layer
between the surface of the planet and a higher region of undisturbed flow. This region is characterised by a complex
flow region, resulting in vertical and horizontal fluxes of momentum, heat and water vapour. These fluxes cause the
time dependant wind speed component that can be seen along the y axis. For these reasons it is important to be able
to model a temporal variance in wind speed. As testing of FWT grows from single devices to arrays the need to model
wake effects also becomes significant.

Figure 5: Stochastic Wind Profile [13]
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3.3 WIND TURBINE
3.3.1 Turbine Control Strategy
As discussed in section 3.2.1 wind turbines react differently according to the wind speed at a given time, this is
described as turbine control strategy. It is important to be able to model such control strategies on floating platforms
in order to predict the correct dynamic effects. Wind turbine control is typically divided into four primary regions, as
seen in Figure 6 & 7.

Figure 6: Wind power, turbine power, and operating regions for an example 5 MW turbine [14]

Figure 7: Wind thrust an example 5 MW turbine

Region 1 spans wind turbine operation from start-up to the ‘cut-in’ wind speed where the generator is turned on and
starts producing power. When wind speeds are above cut-in, but still too low to produce maximum power, the turbine
is said to be in Region 2. In this below rated region the objective is to maximize aerodynamic efficiency to capture as
much energy as possible from the wind stream. In Region 3, wind speeds are high enough to drive the generator at its
rated power output; in this case, the goal is to regulate speed and power safely at rated levels. Region 4 occurs when
the turbine shuts down due to high wind speeds to prevent damage to the turbine. Throughout these regions, the
speed and power of the turbine are controlled by varying the generator load torque and the blade pitch angle based
on measurement of the generator shaft speed. [14]
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4 TYPES OF FLOATING WIND TURBINE MODELLING
There are a number of methods used for simulating the forces outlined in section 3 on a floating wind turbine platform.
The following section provides an outline of the various methods arranged in increasing levels of accuracy, complexity
and cost. Firstly simple constant thrust systems are described, then systems which introduce time series control of the
thrust force and finally systems that include complex control systems with time varying gyroscopic loads and
aerodynamic loads across the turbine profile. A general assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of each
system is provided. A comparison of the relative merits of each system is summarised in the final section.

4.1.1 Mechanical Pulley System (MPS)
4.1.1.1 Simple Configuration
In this method the dominating wind thrust load is modelled using a suspended weight and pulley system. A non-elastic
wire is attached to the nacelle at the hub position. This wire is then extended horizontally back from the hub and
passed through a fixed pulley system to suspend vertically with a hanging mass. The pulley system is generally
composed of one or two frictionless pulleys fixed to the bridge or wall of the wave tank. Pulleys are chosen to have a
minimum mass and inertia in order to reduce any damping of the load. The wire is chosen to have a sufficiently low
density as to avoid any slack and thus variances in the modelled thrust force. The resultant thrust force is Froude
scaled and can be calculated according to EQN 5. [15]
𝑭𝒑 = (𝒎(𝒈 + 𝒂. 𝒆𝟐 ) +

𝑰𝒛𝒛 𝒂.𝒆𝟐
) 𝒆𝟐
𝑹𝟐𝒑

…EQN 5

Where Fp is the force applied at the scaled model tower top, m is pulling mass; a denotes the acceleration vector at
the connection to the platform tower top; Izz the rotational inertia of the pulley wheel; Rp its radius; and e2 the
normalized vector in the pulling wire’s direction.

Figure 8: Mechanical Pulley System set up tested at CIEM wave flume [15]

This type of system is cost effective particularly in early stage testing e.g. in the lower technology readiness levels
(TRL), where the motions of the platform are initially being determined and it is important that the wind thrust is
included in the considerations. The major disadvantage is that the thrust force is considered constant over the tests
and so does not reflect the time varying nature of the wind resource and thus loading conditions.
The following table summarises some of the advantages and disadvantages of the mechanical pulley system in
simulating wind thrust in physical model testing.

Advantages

Disadvantages
Rev. tbc, 01-Sep-2015
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Low cost
Reliable
Simple to build and use
Effective for low TRL testing
No wind generation required
Flexibility to model different turbines

Very simplistic representation
Not time variable
No turbine control strategy
No gyroscopic forces

Table 1: Advantages and disadvantages of the MPS

Examples of facilities which have used this type of system include: HMRC, CIEM

4.1.1.2 Mechanical Pulley System with Driven Rotor
In this method both the dominating wind thrust and gyroscopic loads are modelled using a combination of a motor
driven rotor blades and a MPS. The model blades are geometrically Froude scaled from full scale blades. The motor
turns at a Froude scaled RPM. This rotation causes the blades to generate a thrust load, which is calibrated before
testing. This load is in the region of half the required thrust load, due to the low Reynolds number effect of Froude
scaling the blades. This load is supplemented with the addition of a MPS as discussed in 4.1.1.1. [16]

Figure 9: Mechanical Pulley System and Driven Rotor [16]

Advantages
Reliable
Gyroscopic Forces
Effective for low TRL testing
No wind generation required

Disadvantages
Not time variable
No turbine characteristics, Power gen etc.

Table 2: Advantages and disadvantages of the MPS and driven Rotor

Examples of facilities which employ this type of system include: DHI

4.1.2 Actuator System
In this method the turbine is replaced by an actuator and the full turbine is modelled numerically in real time using
blade element momentum (BEM) theory or actuator disk model. This has been named the real-time hybrid testing
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(RTHT) method. The industry standard for the numerical model is the BEM NREL’s FAST. The platform motions are fed
into the simulation and the wind turbine forces are outputted through the actuator onto the platform. An example of
a proposed system involves connecting a system of wires to the WT nacelle and multiple actuators. The actuator and
wires allow forces to be applied to the WT nacelle. This method is still in development and has not been fully tested
yet. A single axis-system is scheduled to be tested in the UMAINE wave flume. There exists some concerns over latency
issues between the reaction speed of the actuators and the required force application speed. [17]

Figure 10: Actuator System [16]

Advantages
All forces modelled
No wind generation required
Full WT model numerically – including power gen etc.
Variable wind conditions
Flexibility to model different turbines

Disadvantages
Latency issues
Force error issues

Table 3: Advantages and disadvantages of actuator system

Examples of facilities which employ this type of system include: Under development in UMAINE, US.

4.1.3 Thruster
4.1.3.1 Ducted Fan
The use of a ducted fan is an alternative method to experimentally simulate turbine thrust. The geometry and mass of
the rotor are not considered and a fan is instead selected which can replicate the total thrust incident on the rotor at
all stages of the turbine thrust curve at the scale under consideration. The ducted fan is positioned at hub height and
it is generally necessary to add additional weights in order to replicate the tower top mass which is an important factor
for the dynamics of the structure. An image of a ducted fan is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Ducted fan used in the UCC facilities. This fan was originally designed for a remote control aircraft.

Before conducting wave tank experiments, it is necessary to ascertain the thrust to RPM correlation of the ducted fan
being used. This can be achieved by attaching the fan to a section of sheet metal to which strain gauges are attached.
By varying the fan RPM and recording the resulting stain the thrust induced by the fan can be calculated. The
experimental set up for this procedure is shown in Figure 12. It is also possible to use a load transducer for this
calibration, an example of which can be seen as a metallic coil beneath the ducted fan in Figure 11.

Figure 12: Determining the thrust to RPM correlation of the ducted fan. This is the experimental set up used by CENER during
the INNWIND project.

The determination of the RPM to thrust correlation for the fan will be a crucial point in determining the scale of the
experiments and thus it should be conducted at an early stage in the process. One limitation of this method is that the
ducted fan will not satisfactorily replicate the gyroscopic forces induced by the rotor. These forces can be simulated
by use of a motor with a weighted arm. A major benefit of the use of a ducted fan is that the rotor thrust can be quickly
modified to reflect changes in wind speed and/or of the turbine control strategy. This advantage can be fully utilised
by use of Software in Loop which will be discussed below.

4.1.3.2 Software in Loop (SiL) - Ducted Fan
As the wind speed fluctuates a wind turbine adjusts its blade pitch in order to regulate power production and thrust
experienced on the rotor as discussed in Section 3.3.1. The particular characteristics of this regulation will be
determined by the control strategy employed by the turbine. In the case of a floating wind turbine, it is necessary to
take into account the increase/decrease in apparent wind speed across the rotor caused by the motion of the floating
structure. In order to consider these effects, calculations must be performed in a loop where the aerodynamic
performance of the turbine influences the hydrodynamic performance of the structure and vice versa.
As mentioned in Section 4.1.2, FAST, developed by NREL, is a software package designed specifically to perform these
in the loop calculations for floating wind turbine structures [18]. FAST is a coupled aerodynamic and hydrodynamic
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solver which considers the wind turbine control strategy, the aerodynamic performance of the turbine blades and the
hydrodynamic performance of the floating structure to perform successive loops of interdependent calculations. This
process is shown schematically in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Schematic of Software in Loop process.

In the context of wave basin experimentation, it is possible to replace the hydrodynamics component of the Software
in Loop process with actual platform movement data captured using movement tracking software in the laboratory.
These data can them be used to calculate the total apparent wind speed at hub height which can be used as input data
for the aerodynamics component of the Software in Loop process to calculate the total rotor thrust. In order to
complete the loop, this thrust value can then be used to modify the RPM of a calibrated ducted fan mounted on the
floating platform at hub height. This process is shown schematically in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Schematic of Software in Loop process as applied in experimental context.

Software in Loop has been used in this manner to control a ducted fan in wave basin experiments of a floating wind
turbine platform by CENER as part of the INNWIND project [19] and has great potential to provide a fuller
understanding of floating wind platform dynamics. The process is complicated by the fact that aerodynamic
calculations are performed using full scale turbine control strategy and blade properties. This results in a number of
scaling steps which must be completed within the loop. The process is summarised in Figure 15 which is taken from
[20]
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Figure 15: A higher level of detail on the Software in Loop process as applied in the experimental context.

Advantages
Variable wind conditions
No wind generation required
Full WT model numerically – including power gen etc.
Flexibility to model different turbines

Disadvantages
Latency issues
No gyroscopic forces

Table 4: Advantages and disadvantages of thruster system

Examples of facilities which employ this type of system include: HMRC, ECN,

4.1.4 Wind Generation on Drag Disk
4.1.4.1 Basic Configuration
In this method, a fan or series of fans are used to generate wind which is blown onto a drag disk which represents
the turbine rotor and generates the required thrust load. Drag disks are Froude scaled using a drag coefficient of 1.2
according to [21]. The wind generation unit is composed of an array of either centrifugal or axial fans. Centrifugal
fans offer the advantage of lower turbulence levels. Axial fans offer the advantage of a greater operational range
[21]. A wind diffusing unit is added to homogenise wind over the test area. This can be composed of some or all of
the following units: diffusers, convergents, honeycombs and screens. These units are described below in Figure 16.
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Figure 16: Wind diffusing unit: Diffusers (yellow) Contraction (blue) Honeycomb (red) Screen (orange/grey). [23]

The diffuser enables a larger testing area than that originally generated by the fans. It also allows the conversion
from a circular wind area to a square wind area which enables multiple wind areas created by different fans to be
joined together.
The convergent aids the creation of a uniform flow across the wind generation area. It equalises a low flow region
that exists at the centre of connected circular fans.
The honeycomb is used to minimize the lateral component of the turbulence. Usually, the length of each cell is
designed to be 8 times its diameter. In order to minimize the influence of the honeycomb on the axial flow, the cells
are typically made off a very thin aluminium alloy (79 microns).
Screens are used to reduce the axial component of the turbulence. Screens make the flow velocity more uniform by
imposing a static pressure drop proportional to the speed. To give the maximum reduction of turbulence, the
pressure-drop coefficients of the screen should be as high as possible. Dense screens are sensitive to imperfections
of weave and instabilities of flow through the pores, which cause variations of pressure-drop coefficient from point
to point and produce large variations in mean velocity. The flow through a screen with a ratio of open area to total
area less than about 58% suffers from instability. This is due to the fact that jets coming through the holes in the
screen stick together in irregular patterns by mutual entrainment and actually produce flow non-uniformities of their
own, triggered by otherwise-negligible imperfections of weave. Therefore screens of open-area ratio less than about
58% should be avoided [22].
The wind disk should be sized using EQN 6. Where Tm is the model thrust, 𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the air density 𝜈𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑀 is the model air
velocity and Cd is the drag coefficient. Following the thrust curve in Figure 7 we see that the maximum thrust is
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produced at the rated wind speed and drops as wind speed increases till the cut out wind speed. Therefore a large
disk is required for the rated wind speed, with a smaller disk for above rated conditions. In parked conditions the rotor
is stopped and blades are pitched out of the wind but still generate a small thrust load, which can be modelled with a
much smaller disk.
𝑫𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄 = √𝝅𝝆

𝟖∗ 𝑻𝑴
𝟐
𝒂𝒊𝒓 𝝂𝒂𝒊𝒓𝑴 𝑪𝒅

Figure 17: CAD drawings of the wind generation system used in ECN. [23]

Figure 18: Wind Generation on drag disk testing at INSEAN
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Disadvantages
Wing generation complexity
Wind generation uncertainties
No gyroscopic forces
No turbine characteristics, Power gen etc.

Table 5: Advantages and disadvantages of wind load on drag disk with driven rotor

4.1.4.2 Driven Rotor + Wind Generation on Drag Disk
In this method, both the wind thrust load and gyroscopic loads are modelled using a combination of motor driven
blades and wind generation on a drag disk. Wind is generated as above in Section 4.4.4.1. In this case the blades are
simple Froude scaled mass models, do not provide any aerodynamic effects such as thrust and are purely used to study
the gyroscopic effect.

Figure 19: Driven rotor and drag disk tested at Worchester Polytechnic Institute

Advantages
Variable wind conditions
Thrust load modelled
Gyroscopic forces modelled

Disadvantages
Wing generation complexity
Wind generation uncertainties
No turbine characteristics, Power gen etc.

Table 6: Advantages and disadvantages of wind load on drag disk with driven rotor
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4.1.5 Wind Generation on Model Turbine
In this method wind is generated onto a scale model turbine. Wind is generated as above in Section 4.1.1.1. Two main
methods exist for resolving the issues between Froude and Reynolds scaling laws. The first involves modelling the
correct thrust force and rated rotor speed at the correct wind speed by modifying the blade properties. The second
involves modelling the correct thrust force and rated rotor speed (including tip speed ratio) but an incorrect wind
speed by redesigning the blades and driving them with a motor. The wind loads depend on the drag and lift coefficients
and also on the angle of attack. A manual or servo-driven adjustable blade pitch system is generally implemented in
both systems. Although it is generally not possible to physically measure the power generation due to torque issues,
a full scale wind turbine is often numerically modelled in parallel, allowing full WT properties to be measured.
Both methods, correct wind speed and incorrect wind speed, are described in greater detail below.

4.1.5.1 Correct Wind Speed
The correct thrust force and rated rotor speed is modelled at the correct wind speed. The tip speed ratio (TSR) cannot
be modelled in this case, due to incompatibilities between rated rotor speed and wind speed at model scale.
Maintaining TSR ensures that any system excitation frequencies resulting from rotor imbalance or aerodynamic
interaction with the tower will possess the correct frequency. BEM code is used to adjust the full blades profile to the
Reynolds effects at model scale. If a large scale factor is used with this methodology, very low wind speeds will be
required. In some lab set ups perturbations from heat conventions and other motions can lead to difficulties in
achieving this low wind speed.

Figure 20: 10MW turbine on INNWIND platform
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4.1.5.2 Incorrect Wind Speed – Motor Driven
The correct thrust force is modelled using a modified wind speed, the correct gyroscopic forces are modelled by driving
the rotor with a motor. Knowing that the wind speed is adjusted to obtain the correct wind thrust, the twist of the full
scale blade will have to be modified to avoid aerodynamic stall. BEM code is used to adjust the full blades profile to
the Reynolds effects at model scale.

Figure 21: ECN turbine on MARINA platform

Advantages
Variable wind conditions
Thrust load modelled
Gyroscopic forces modelled

Disadvantages
Wing generation complexion
Wind generation uncertainties
Unique to turbine

Table 7: Advantages and disadvantages of wind load on model turbine
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4.2 SUMMARY AND COMMENTS
As such a large number of methods exist to model scale wind turbines the following table and comments below are
given to aid the experimenter’s selection.
Type

Thrust Load

Mechanical
Pulley
System
MPS +
Driven
Motor
Actuator
System
Ducted Fan
- Constant
Ducted Fan
– Software
in Loop
Wind
generation
on Drag
Disk
Drag Disk +
Driven
Motor
Wind
Generation
on Model
Turbine

X

Gyroscopic
Load

Aerodynam
ic Damping

Temporal
Variance

Turbine
Control

Cost
Low

X

X

X

X

Low

X

X

X

X

Medium
Medium

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Medium

X

High

X

High

X

X

High

Table 8 Summary of different methodology for modelling FWT










A mechanical pulley system, while quick and simple to set-up, should only be used for preliminary design tests.
The lack of temporal variance and control mean that it is not suitable for testing at higher technology readiness
levels (TRLS)
The proposed actuator system seems promising. Issues with latency of the system, incorrect platform motion
measurements and incorrect actuator transfer force have yet to be overcome.
As with the MPS, a constant RPM ducted fan should only be used for preliminary design. The ducted fan with
software in the loop allows all effects, except gyroscopic forces, to be modelled. There is the possibility of
adding a motor driven rotor mass to overcome this issue.
Some concerns over wind generated without adequate turbulence smoothing exist, for example some
facilities employ WGU’s with basic or no honeycombs and screens. Reports on FWT modelling have described
difficulties in accurately producing the desired wind speed. There is little data on comparisons between winds
generated at different facilities by different methods.
A CFD analysis of a low Reynolds no. model wind turbine has been undertaken by [24]. This has shown that
the wind thrust coefficients match quite closely between model and full scale but that a mismatch between
the power coefficients exist. This can be seen in Figure 22 and 23. The power coefficient is not seen as an
important factor influencing the dynamic wind force effects on the platform.
It is recommended that a round robin type experiment at a single facility that has the ability to test all
methodologies outlined be undertaken. Generic spar, semi-sub and TLP floaters are recommended for this, to
provide a cross section of all possible FWT motions and loads.
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Fig 22. Pressure distribution over the suction side of the NREL 5 MW baseline turbine blade by means of Cpn for TSR 7.0 [24]

Fig 23. Power coefficient CP of the MARIN Stock Wind Turbine at model and full-scale [24]
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5 FACILITIES
This section provides an overview of the types of modelling that have been used by different research institutes. This
list is non-exhaustive and includes MARINET partner test facilities as well as those external to the network.

5.1 MARINET PARTNERS
5.1.1 CNR-INSEAN, Italy
As part of the MARINA EU FP7 project, a 1/50th scale hybrid wind and wave energy convertor spar/torus combination
(STC) was tested at in INSEAN Wave Tank (Rome, Italy) for survivability conditions. Wind was generated with two rows
of 6 axial fans. A convergent directed the wind to a honeycomb mesh, which was used to reduce the lateral mean wind
velocity and large turbulent eddies. Wind thrust for the NREL 5MW turbine was modelled using a large drag disk for
operational conditions and a small drag disk for survivability conditions. [25]
A

B

Figure 24: Drag disk tested at CNR-INSEAN. A) Disk for operational conditions. B) Disk for survivability conditions

5.1.2 ECN, France
Tested Froude Scaled 1/50th NREL 5MW Ref Turbine & OC4/DeepCWind semi-submersible with a scaling factor of 1/60.
In a separate set of tests as part of the INNwind project both a Froude scale 10 MW rotor and a ducted fan with SiL
where used to simulate the thrust forces on the wind turbine rotor. At the time of publication the comparative analysis
between the two systems is ongoing, although some mass incompatibilities between the two model RNAs exist,
complicating comparisons. Figure 26 shows a numerical pitch decay test compared to an experimental test with and
without wind loading. In the free decay tests with no wind loading, the platform oscillates around the position. The
correspondence between measured data and computation is good. The same free decay tests performed with a
constant wind of 12.7m/s are represented. In this case, the loading at the rotor produces a pitch on the platform that
oscillates around 6.5°. The match between the experimental results and the computation in the free decay case
including wind is acceptable. The experiment shows a very good agreement on the damping of the highest oscillations.
The difference seen in the second valley is probably due to imperfect pitch excitation in the experiment. The damping
ratio of the case with wind loading (0.033) is lower than in the case with no wind (0.086) due to the effect of the pitch
control that is simulated by the SIL. A low amplitude oscillation persists in the tests data that is not present in the
simulation case. This effect is due to excessive filtering of the motion signal that fed the SIL system during the test, not
allowing the fan to response to low amplitude oscillations. This issue will be improved in future campaigns.
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Figure 25: Ducted Fan tested at ECN

Figure 26: Pitch free decay test, experimental and numerical comparison
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Figure 27: INNWIND model tested at ECN [19]

5.1.3 DTU, Denmark
A 1/200th scale TLP floating wind turbine was tested in the DTU wave flume using an open jet wind tunnel. A Froude
scaled modified Reynolds no. model turbine was tested. [1]

Figure 28: 1/200th TLP tested at DTU [1]
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5.1.4 LIR NOTF, MAREI, Ireland
The HMRC has developed a motor driven ducted fan system, capable of correctly modelling the wind turbine thrust
force for 5MW wind turbines from a scale of 1/60th to 1/25th. Shown in Figure 29 is the ducted fan system with
distributed mass system to account for the mass of turbine at a scale of 1/30th.

Figure 29: HMRC Ducted Fan test
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5.1.5 IFREMER, FRANCE
The IFREMER, Brest wind generator is an open jet blower type with twelve axial fans of 1 m diameter, arranged in
three rows of four fans. It has a constant rectangular cross section with an outlet of 4.3 m x 3.2 m (width x height). The
flow generated by the axial fans passes through a main flow straightener, a mesh screen and finally a honeycomb-like
section with rectangular cells, in order to minimize the swirl and lateral/vertical mean velocities. The wind generator
is hung from a gantry crane to not interfere with the generated waves passing underneath. Figure 30 shows the wind
generator installed over the wave basin. [26]

Figure 30: WGU and WDU IFREMER, Brest

The IFREMER wind generator can control each row of fans separately. Thus vertical wind velocity profiles can be
simulated with the wind velocity U (constant) depending on the height above the free surface, see Figure 31. Time
domain wind sequences with variable wind speeds can be generated according to characteristics of reference wind
spectra. This is done by inverse Fourier transformation of the complex wind amplitude spectrum from the frequency
to the time domain.

Figure 31: IFREMER axial sheared wind velocity map
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In November 2014 a 1/30th scale Tetrafloat was tested at the IFREMER basin. The wind generator was used on a model
sized turbine, although no information on which scaling methodology is available. [27]

Figure 32: Tetrafloat tested at IFREMER, Brest, November 2014 [27]

5.2 OUTSIDE MARINET
5.2.1 MARIN, Netherlands
At MARIN a Froude scaled 1/50th NREL 5MW Turbine has been tested on a TLP, Spar and Semi-Sub. A Froude scaled
low Reynolds number model turbine was tested. More information on this testing can be found in [28] The DeepWind
5MW VAWT was also tested using a modified Reynolds no. turbine on a spar floater.

Figure 33: WGU and WDU at MARIN from left to right, a fan bank, screens, and a contracting nozzle [23]
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Figure 34: Semi Sub tested at MARIN [23]

Figure 35: DeepWind Spar tested at MARIN [23]
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5.2.2 MARINTEK, Norway
As part of the MAREI project the STC concept was tested at MARINTEK using generated wind on a drag disk. [22]

Figure 36: STC Concept tested at MARINTEK [21]
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5.2.3 UC Berkeley, US

Figure 37: WindFloat tested at UC Berkeley [29]

A 1/105 Scale model WindFloat was tested at UC Berkeley’s 61 m long ship model testing facility. The wind turbine
was modelled using a combination of wind on drag disk to model the thrust force and a driven mass model rotor to
model the gyroscopic forces. The wind maker was composed of 5 axial fans, each covered by a screen. This
configuration naturally produced turbulence however the turbulent wind fluctuations were somewhat averaged by
the large disk. The wind force was measured and the turbulence level was comparable to variations in the aerodynamic
forces generated by a prototype wind turbine. The drag coefficient on the disk was estimated to be 1.2 and using an
equation similar to EQN. 6 the disk diameter used was a third of the total area covered by the rotor. [29]
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5.2.4 DHI Offshore Wave Basin in Hørshom, Denmark
A 1/40th NREL/MIT TLP & OC3-HYWIND were tested at the DHI Offshore Wave Basin in Hørshom, Denmark. The turbine
was modelled using a combined driven rotor and MPS. As discussed in section 4.1.1.2 this method allows both the
thrust and gyroscopic forces to be modelled. [16]

Figure 38: TLP tested at DHI Offshore Wave Basin in Hørshom, Denmark [16]
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5.2.5 Fluids Laboratory, The University of Malta, Malta
A floating TLP floater with Froude scaled low Reynold’s number model wind turbine was tested at the fluids laboratory
of the University of Malta. Wind generation in this facility is unique due to the fact that wind is sucked through a tunnel
towards the system with an extractor fan rather than the typical set up where wind is blown towards the system being
tested. [30] Advantages of this method include being an enclosed system, which reduce unwanted air and wind
transients that may be present in the laboratory.

Figure 39: Diagram of Test Set-up for TLP wind turbine tested at the University of Malta [30]
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5.2.6 University of Ulsan, Republic of Korea
An OC3-Spar buoy was tested using a Froude scaled low Reynolds no. model turbine and a 3 x 6 WGU at the University
of UIlsan in Korea. [31]

Figure 40: OC3-Hywind with Modifications tested at University of Ulsan [31]

5.2.7 Summary of Testing Facilities
The following table provides a summary of the facilities employing the various systems described in section 0.
Type
Mechanical Pulley System
MPS + Driven Motor
Actuator System
Ducted Fan - Constant
Ducted Fan – Software in Loop
Wind generation on Drag Disk
Drag Disk + Driven Motor
Wind Generation on Model
Turbine

MaRINET Facility
UCC

UCC
UCC,ECN
CNR-INSEAN
ECN, IFREMER

Other Facility
CIEM
DHI, UC Berkley
UMAINE

MARINTEK
Worchester Polytechnic Institute
UMaine, MARIN, Uni of Ulsan, Uni of
Malta, UC Berkley

Table 9: Summary of systems used at testing facilities
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6 CONCLUSIONS
A summary of the relevant scaling laws, forces to be modelled and methods of simulating these forces in a
laboratory environment have been provided in the preceding sections. In addition a list of the methods used at
various laboratories around the world were described in the context of the testing being carried out.
It is clear that there are a number of different methods available to laboratories which vary in terms of cost and
complexity as well as accuracy. The appropriate method is therefore heavily dependent on the stage of development
of the technology, the predominant forces on the structure being tested and the budget available. A summary
comparison of the various methods is provided in Section 0 to aid understanding of the differences and selection of
the most appropriate method. For technology developers, Section 5, provides examples of the testing and methods
in use at various facilities globally.
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